
Beautiful rooms speak for themselves...



With its casual feel yet elegant touch, this transitional living room has the duality of everyday use and 
weekend entertaining. The indigo and emerald colors add sophistication while remaining fresh.

A tongue and groove ceiling and rustic beams were added to this farmhouse addition, giving it the 
character it so desperately needed. Cream linen sofas, reclaimed wood tables and embroidered 
drapery panels complete the space.



To provide a bright and elegant feel, a color palette of cream, purple, lemongrass yellow and soft 
blue was selected. Two sofas in a cream tweed maximize seating, while new window treatments 
soften the space.

A denim velvet upholstered bed sets the stage for this guest bedroom redesign. Shades of navy, 
teal and white fill this space with class and sophistication, giving it a resort feeling.



This bedroom transformation incorporated a custom upholstered bed, tufted bench and an accent 
chair for reading. Light tones and textures were used throughout the space.

Vibrant hues of pink and orange, floral and stripe patterns create a fun and inviting twin guest retreat. 
Custom cream upholstered beds and bedding allow these amazing fabrics to pop.



This young man’s cool and functional bedroom aesthetic underscores his love for baseball in the wall 
mural, bedding and the whimsical, comfy chair.

Fun, bright colors complementing an owl theme were used to create a light-hearted space for the new 
addition to the family. The window treatment uses a combination of fabrics from the bedding ensemble.



Soft gray walls and a coffered ceiling define this modern, classy dining room. A patterned area rug 
provides a soft color palette while a smoked glass chandelier gives a traditional twist among all the 
modern mirrored finishes.

This beautiful dining room features antique pieces from the client’s previous home. A blown glass 
chandelier, gilded gold chest, gold framed mirrors and art finish the space.



This kitchen was redesigned to accommodate a busy family. A reconfigured island offers plenty 
of seating and prep space. Simple pendant lighting was added while a conversation area and 
dining area finish off the space.

This elegant dining room delivers drama with color, scale and texture. Variegated materials 
like the large white Carrara marble and velvet create movement, plushness and a modern feel, 
resulting in a cohesive and sophisticated design.



This bathroom was inspired by a piece of ironwork the client loved. The space was unified by adding 
white painted shiplap to the walls, making the space feel larger and providing the perfect backdrop for 
the show-stopping tub.

This spacious bathroom was redesigned using marble tile as the focal point. Quartz countertops were 
added to the new vanity and nickel sconces framed the mirrors nicely. A crystal chandelier was installed 
above the tub for an elegant look.



The stunning artwork sets the tone for accessorizing this transitional foyer with vibrant punches of aqua, 
teal and cobalt against neutral walls and stylish flooring. A striking pendant chandelier and stately table 
lamp complete this elegant, inviting space.

This transitional entry invites guests to stay awhile. With the use of jewel tones indigos and emeralds, 
this fresh-faced room pulls guests into the rest of the home.



A transitional study serves both business and personal activities. The use of the indigo blue and copper 
jewel tones throughout the area rug and accessories creates a fabulous, yet functional space.

This is a beautiful dual space – both a place for guests and a functional office to work in everyday. 
The soft color palette of salmon, gray and cream bring it all to life.



This transitional outdoor space is the perfect blend of sophistication and functionality for family and 
entertaining activities. By using modern furniture with simple lines with gray and blues throughout the 
seating areas, a fun, comfortable space was created.

A comfy sectional covered in a Sunbrella fabric and an armless chair provide a relaxing sitting area. 
Drapery panels shape the veranda space and soften the hard lines.
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We provide a wide variety of products to fit any budget.
We offer custom window treatments, furniture, bedding,

area rugs, wall covering and more!

From order to installation, we do it all!
Our consultation is complimentary.

Call to schedule your appointment today!




